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being folded easily. The basic material of the

This invention relates to a menstrual cup and

more particularly to a flexible menstrual cup.
Menstrual cups adapted for placement in the
vaginal canal have been known heretofore but
have been uncomfortable to Wear and have tended 5

to get out of position. When One of these cups
gets out of position, seepage is likely to occur,
with resulting mental and physical discomfort
and Spoiling of garnents. It has been knoWn

heretofore to make such a cup of light enough
rubber to enable it to be collapsed and folded
while being inserted in position. Heretofore a
tapered cup has been used, but such tapered cup
is inherently unable to maintain its proper posi
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tion in the vaginal canal for any length of time.

I have discovered a construction of menstrual Cup
which remains in the correct position and, at
the same time, is made of Such light, pliable rub
ber that it is capable of being folded for the pur.
pose of insertion and is not unconfortable while

in position. It is characteristic of my cup that
the pliable, non-resilient material of which it is
made is strengthened by resilient or less pliable
elements which tend to return the cup to its ex
panded position. It is also characterized by the
presence of a strengthening element which also
has the function of holding the tapered cup in
position as if it were a cylinder rather than a
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rounded. So as not to cut the membrane of the
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collapsed due to muscular contraction of the
vaginal canal. The base of the cup is much
less in diameter than the rest of the cup and con

prises merely the lower end where the diameter
begins to contract sharply to close the cup. This
base is made of thicker or less pliable material

45 than the rest of the was and therefore resists

folding or collapse. Tt assists the thinner walls

in maintaining themselves in expanded position.
On the bottom of the cup is a flattened tab 8
extending downwardly a short distance and hav

intermediate position in the vaginal canal, Wholly
out of contact with the uterus.
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ing an opening therein in which a short length
of string 9 can be placed, if desired. This tab
can have ribs 3 or other roughening on its Sur

the norma longitudinal axis of the cup in order to

face for ease in grasping it when the cup is to

reduce its lateral dimension for insertion in the

vagina. The cup, generally Speaking, is Substan
tially acorn shaped, a form which is Susceptible of

canal. The band formed by the ribs and the Stic
tion cups between them form a hollowed-out or
concave fillet around the upper edge of the cup.
Extending around the inside of the cup in a
Spiral Inanner beginning just below a point op
posite the lower annular rib is a rib 6 of resilient
material. This extends downwardly to the base
of the cup. This Spiral rib, acting in connection
with the annular ribs and the base 7, also assists
in returning the cup to its expanded condition

after it has been folded for insertion or partially

canal.

My menstrual cup can be folded, as shown in
Fig. 4. This folding occurs about or parallel to

Wide resilience tending to expand the upper end
of the cup to its open position or to maintain it

Seen from Fig. 2 of the drawings that the ribs are

in Section;

My menstrual cup is designed as a simple, inex
pensive catch-basin for menstrual waste and is
designed to be self-supporting. It is built to be
worn in a position different from pessaries and
like therapeutic devices. My cup is worn in an

mit, and therefore resilient means must be pro
vided to supplement the pliant rubber.
Around the upper or open end of the cup are
tWo annular strengthening ribs 2, 3 spaced from
each other vertically on the outside of the cup.
The upper rib 2 is exactly at the top of the cup
and the lower one 3 is spaced a little distance be

in that position. In the Space between the two
ribs, I provide cross-connected lines or ridges
forming enclosed recesses or depressions 4 which
act as suction cups when pressed into the mem
25 brane lining of the Vaginal canal 5. It will be

strual cup constructed in accordance with my in
vention;
Figure 2 is a side elevation of the same cup,

Figure 3 is a diagram taken vertically through
a female pelvis from front to rear, showing my
cup in position in the vaginal canal; while
Figure 4 is an illustration of my cup folded and
held in the fingers ready for insertion in the

Vaginal canal. On the other hand, it is neces
Sary that the cup be returned to its full expanded
position or shape as soon as body conditions per

low. The upper rib is somewhat larger than the
lower rib. One function of these ribs is to pro

tapered Cup.
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In the drawings:
Figure 1 is a view in rear elevation of a men

partly broken away to show the back of the cup

cup is preferably non-resilient but pliable, and I
therefore prefer to make the cup of thin rubber
or similar moisture-impervious material. By
making the basic material non-resilient, the cup
yields to any temporary change in shape of the

be removed.
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Cone of the novel features of my cup is the
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Comparatively straight back that can be Seen
in Fig. 2. This back extends directly down Sub
Stantially to the bottom of the cup without ta

pering inwardly, as can be seen by comparison
of the two edges of the cup, as shown in Fig. 1.
If desired, this back can have considerable

In this way the center line of the cup and of the
vaginal paSSage will be substantially parallel
and the upper end of the cup and the ribs of the

5

the membranes of the walls and cause the nem

oranes to be pressed into the Suction cups. This

breadth, as indicated by the diverging lines 2 in
Fig. 1. The function of this comparatively

creates a vacuum-tight hold on the Walls.

Straight back Will be described in connection

with the placement of the cup in the vaginal
canal. This back has appreciable thickneSS Com
pared to the rest of the cup's walls and provides

When it is desired to remove the cup, this vac

O

uurn hold can be broken by moving the tab to
tie rear. This tilting lets air in etween the

Inenbraine and the Suction cups on One side.
Also, it allows air to pass up into the tiny holes

a framework Ol' backbone connecting the base
with the fillet at the top of the cup. When in
position in the vaginal cana, the back
pre
vents the different parts of the cup being tWisted

3 below the fillet and the air tube 3 to the

Space above the cup, thereby helping to break
any vacuum which may exist there. When the

vasculum has been broken, the menstrual cup
should be removed slowly with a downward ro
tary notion, by turning the tab end and at the
Sace time pulling gently.
It will he seen that this construction of cup
Serves to provide a leakage-proof hold in the
vaginal canal without introducing any strains
Oil the vaginal canal in the removal of the cup;
that the device Cainnot get out of position; and
Sihat viiile it has the advantages of a collapsi

or folded with relation to each other, because
of the pliability of the rest of the cup,
introduce another novel feature in this back

in the form of an air vent f3. This air went

ConsistS of a Small Straight opening running
Straight down the back from the top of the up
per or larger rib 2 through the botton of the

back. At both ends this air vent is a short dis
tance for Ward from the Outer Surface of the back.

Cne purpose of the went is to release gases which
Sometimes form in the vaginal passage due to cer
tain pathological conditions, especially that
known as trichomonas and the pressure from
Which night cause the menstrual cup to be forced
out of position and result in seepage. Having
the air paSSage or went located in this particu
lar position makes it possible not only to allow

fillet will be substantially at right angles to the
walls of the passage. The annular ribs press into

be receptacle as fair as concerns insertion and
30

ort to the wearer, it remains in expanded
on while in use, thereby also obtaining the
advantages of a non-collapsible receptacle.
Clain:

i. A nierStrual cup adapted for placeinent, in
the Vaginal Canal, COIn prising a tapered cup

passage to the outer air, thus equalizing the

having a relatively thick back and pliable walls,
in COInigination. With a bulge forning a straight

pressures, but it also facilitates renoval of the
Cup. It will also be noted that having the air

the bottorn of the cup, whereby the cup main

free paSSage of the gaS from inside the vaginal

eXtensio; of the back down to a point opposite
tainS a Straight position in the canal.

vent in the back eliminates all extra parts which
might CauSe damaging contact with any part of

2. A meinstrual cup according to claim 1 in
which the walls of the clip are substantially non
resilient and there is a resilient spiral rib inside
the cup tending to keep the cup expanded,
Whereby the cup is easily folded for insertion in

the anatomy. The lower end of this back Wall
may be described as a bulge i3 when compared to

the front edge, as shown in Fig. 2. There may
also be small air holes 5 around the cup just be
OW the fillet.

The Construction of this cup having been set
forth, the nanner of its placement and use will
now be described. At the inner end of the vaginal

the canal.
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than the Wai is and of lesser diameter than the

portions of the cup above Said base, said base
being integrally connected to the back, whereby
the cup easily resumes its normal shape after

canal is located the mouth of the uterus. To in

Sert the cup it is given some longitudinal folds
and held in its collapsed position by the fingers,
as shown in Fig. 4. It is then placed in position
in the vaginal canal with the upper and open
55

folding.
4. A menstrual cup according to claim 1 in
Which there is an air tube in the back connecting
the top edge of the cup and the bottom of the
bulge, whereby air pressure in the canal above
and below the cup is equalized.
5. A nenStrual cup according to claim 1 in
Which there is a pair of resilient external annular
ribS at the upper end of the cup spaced from
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each other, in conbination with a plurality of

eid of the Cup a Short distance below but out of
contact with the uterus. It is important that the

line of the upper end of the cup be substantially
at light angles to the walls of the vaginal passage

in order to prevent seepage. I have found that
even if the ordinary tapered menstrual cup is
placed in the vaginal passage with the top of the

Cup absolutely at right angles to the walls of
the passage, that cup Sooner or later tends to
get Out of position and tips slightly so that there

tends to be seepage around one edge of the up
per end of the cup. This tipping may be due
either to gravity, because the vaginal passage is
not vertical, or to the musculiar action of the

Walls Of the vaginal passage, due to pressure of
neighboring organs. A regularly tapered cup
cannot liaintain itself at the correct angle. I

3. A menStual cup according to claim 2, in

combination with a base of less pliable material

depressions in the Space between the annulai
ribS adapted to form Stiction cups, whereby the
cup is adapted to be firmly held in the vaginal
Canal.
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6. A ninenStrual cup according to claim 5 in
Which One annular rib is at the end of the cup
and is larger than the other one, both the ribs

being rounded and the surface between them

being concave, whereby removal of the cup is

have therefore extended the back in the form of 70 facilitated.

the aforementioned bulge. When this back Wall
of the Cup is placed on the back Wall of the
waginal paSSage, i. e., on the side toward the rec

7. A nenstrual cup according to claim 1 in
which there are a resilient spiral rib inside the
cup tending to keep it expanded, a base of less
pliable material and of lesse diameter than the
tum and backbone of the wearer, the cup will be
maintained with its lower end tipped forward. 5 Walls, Said base being integrally connected to

5
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9. A menstrual cup according to claim 8 in

the back, and a pair of resilient external annular
ribs at the upper end of the cup Spaced from each
other, in combination with a plurality of depres
sions in the space between the annular ribs
adapted to form. Suction cups.
8. A menstrual cup according to claim 7 in

Which one annular rib is at the end of the cup
and is larger than the other one, both the ribs
being rounded and the Surface between them

being concave, whereby removal of the cup is

facilitated.

which there is an air tube in the back connecting

LEONA. W. CHAIMERS.

the top edge of the cup and the bottom of the

No references cited.

bulge, in combination with Small holes around
the Walls just below the annular ribs.
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